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Tarot Card of the Month
Page of Pentacles reversed - With both the Venus
retrograde and Capricorn Full Moon, the Page of
Pentacles vibe is of assessing our resources, our
money, our time and energy so that we're clear on
what's working for us and what needs to be adjusted.
The pages are often beginning endeavors or learning
new skills and this feels like we're unlearning habits
so that we get the fresh start we deserve. Pay
attention to how you budget, how you schedule, how
you balance your work, and what routines need a little
honing so that you're able to let go of what's just not
working well for you anymore.  

July Transits
7/1 - Mercury sextile Jupiter
7/1 - Sun sextile Jupiter
7/2 - Venus square Uranus
7/3- Capricorn Full Moon 
7/5 - Mercury square Chiron
7/6 - Mercury sextile Uranus
7/9 - Mercury trine Neptune
7/10 - Mars into Virgo
7/10 - Mercury opposes Pluto
7/10 - Mercury into Leo
7/12 - Sun square Chiron
7/14 - Sun sextile Uranus

 

Capricorn Full Moon
This Full Moon at 11 degrees Capricorn is at 6:39 AM CST on July
3rd. The Sun is conjunct Mercury in Cancer and the Moon is in a
trine to Jupiter and a sextile to Saturn. Saturn and Capricorn are
about responsibility, hard work, and what we build for the long
haul, with Saturn retrograde and the Sun and Mercury in nostalgic
Cancer we’re reviewing the past and how we feel about where we
are now. The moon’s trine to Jupiter in Taurus is helping us
release the expectations and outdated ways of navigating the
structures and routines of our lives. Jupiter wants to make the
most of every resource in Taurus, Saturn and Capricorn are
pointing to the ways we can show up more responsibly and
committed to those big Jupiter goals. The Sun and Mercury in
Cancer are encouraging us to be vulnerable in acknowledging
that we’re releasing old habits, we’re releasing limiting beliefs,
and we’re making room for an even more fulfilling version of the
goals you’re working towards. 
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7/17 - mercury square Jupiter
7/17 - Cancer New Moon
7/20 - Sun trine Neptune
7/20 - Mars opposes Saturn
7/21 - Sun opposes Pluto
7/21 - Mercury trine Chiron
7/22 - Venus stations retrograde
7/22 - Sun into Leo
7/23 - Chiron stations retrograde
7/23 - Mercury square Uranus
7/27 - Mercury conjunct Venus
7/28 - Mercury into Virgo 


